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Abstract
ARCHITECTURE AND AUTOMATIZED METHODS:
CRITICISMS ON THE CURRENT ISSUES
Anne Marie Fourcade
This thesis is an attempt to establish the reasons for
dissatisfaction with the use of automatized methods in
architecture. Computer Aided Design Methods have produced some
reasonable results in that field; however the most remarkable
programs reach a scrt of end point and, at least in the same
direction, improvements seem problematic.
Ore of the reasons might be the simplicity of these
approaches which, in the name of clarity, tend to reduce the
totality of the design process to the establisment of some
well-defined and functional aspects of architecture.
Investigation of the reasons for the shortcomings of these
methods is the first intent of this paper.
We will present briefly, the most interesting works in
Interactive Systems and Space Allocation Techniques.
Finally, since we are intereste-d in Artificial
Intelligence Research, one of the mdst recent A.I. points of
view will be exposed, and the question of its possible
utilization in the field of our interest will be raised.
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INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade there has been an
increasing proliferation of computer aided design techniques.
Through the context of the university, teaching and research in
that field became integrated in the curriculum of most of the
architecture schools (at least in the USA and UK). At the same
time, a certain feedback occurred in practice.
From the automation of some parts of the designer's
activity to the general inquiries regarding the feasibility of
the models of the design process, the object of the computer-aided
design applications or attitudes is large. The range of
preoccupations covers the precise and well bounded parts of the
architect's activity, as well as the more general questions on
the nature of the design process. As we move further away from the
technical uses of computers in architecture toward less practical
interrogations, the unanimity disappears. We can recall the
different design methods theories which are worthy of shedding
some light on the important nature of the design process.
Between these two extremes --technical paints and design
process in its totality-- lies a large field, in which most of
thie computer applications in architecture can be found. The
success, if sometimes it occurred, was success in a very narrow
sense. Some programs deal reasonably withy one or more functional
aspects of architecture; a graphic system is able to correctly
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recognize free-hand drawings. But in the both cases, we are not
satisfied. The requirements of an architectural project cannot
be reduced to its functional aspect; the free-hand drawing
recognition needs s.cme deeper semantic understanding in order to
become really helpful. The most sophisticated programs seem to
have reached an end point, from which new improvements, at
least in the same direction, are difficult to imagine.
The first intent of the thesis is to explore our
dissatisfaction with the insufficiencies of these methods. The
so-called computer-aided design methods are not very successful.
4hat are the main reasons which could explain the shortcomings
of an approach which had --and still has-- a certain
amount of attractiveness? The reasons may come from the methods
themselves which are too simple, and whose explicity transforms
the object they manipulate or the process they pretend to mimic.
But maybe the difficulty of such an approach stems simply from
the nature of the object to which it is applied: the
architectural space. Its qualitative description is still in
infancy; no language able to describe it exists, even if some
interesting steps are being made in that direction.
These are certain points, among others, that will be
investigated within the thesis. A parallel .investigation was
conducted among people directly involved -- in research or
practice-- with some use of these methods. That was an occasion
to test satisfaction, or skepticism, as well as optimism for the
future. 3
Another part .of the thesis will briefly analyze these
techniques: interactive systems and space allocation techniques.
The presentation does not pretend to be exhaustive, but rather
has intended to explore the most outstanding works in that- field,
ref erring to a complete bibliography when more detailed
explanation is required.
Finally, we w ere interested in some works developed in
Artificial Intelligence and, as we believe in the possible
utilization of these approaches, we will present one of them.
That does not guarantee any particular future application of A.I.
in computer-aided design methods in architecture; it simply
shows a personal interest in some aspect of this research and
a belief that A.I. points of view could sometimes be helpful for
architects wanting to use machines.
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PART I
Chapter 1: OVERVIEW OF INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
The following chapter will focus on the main
results achieved in architecture and planning with so called
"Interactive Systems". We can find all sorts of morde or less easy
interactions between man and machine from fastidious interaction
through predef.ined text commands to the recognition of free hand
drawinds.
The following section will review: input and output text
interaction, static graphics, dynamic graphics and input
techniqxes.
There are many issues that will not be discussed here,
for further information on these issues, refer to the
bibliography.
1.1 Iaput/Output Text Interaction:
1.1.1. SYMAF:
Computer cartography has been widely developed to
communicate and analyze information (Proceedings of the IEEE,
1974,2.11; we will simply present SYKAP, which can be considered
one of the most complete systems.
SYMAP (Dudnik,1971,2.6) is a computer program which
displays spatially disposed information. This information can he
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of different sorts: physical, economic or social raw data. SYMAF
allows the graphic display of numeric or ordinal variables.
Three types of maps are produced by the program:
CONTOUR: The contour (or isoline). map consists of curves,
which are closed lines made up of points having the same
fua.eric value or height. Between any adjacent lines a continuous
variaticn is assumed. Such a map can represent spatially
continuous information (topography, population density....
CONFORMANT: The area limits of the conformant map are
significant. The areas studied are enclosed by a boundary
(close polygonal lines). An area can represent a predefined
spatial unit (administration map...). The entire spatial unit is
giVen the same value and a specific graphism, depending on the
value of the considered variable,is printed as output.
PEOXIEAL: The spatial units are defined by the nearest
neighbor methods from point information. Each character location
is assigned the value of the data point nearest to it. The
program determines the boundaries which are assumed along the
lines where the vaLue changes. A conformant mapping is applied.
1.1.2. LISCOURSE:
The Discourse language (Porter,1972,2.4) can be considered
as the £irst high-level urban desigr-oriented language.
Interested more by the course of reasoning than by the qualities
of the result, the authors -were concerned in finding a context
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and a set of explicit procedures that could replicate the design.
Discourse was at first intended to be a mode of investigation
of the design process. Its developments have shifted from that
first intention into a computer system that assists a designer
and increases the level of complexity he can handle.
The typical uses of the language are the following:
-representation of an existing environment-,
-display of a proposal:,
-examination of the consequences of a set of p.olicies.
The considered environment is divided into a grid of
locatiors. Each cell of the grid is a possible location for an
'attribute'. An attribute is an event which can occur within the
space defined by one or more cells (e.g., water, building-,
metro-station..,). Several attributes could exist in the same
cell. The value of an attruibute can change from cell to cell,
depending on some characteristics associated with it ('charvar*
as water <<depth>>}. Locaticnal qualifiers (where, when...) and
relational operators (less, equal... ) make possible a comparison
between charvars.
Some predefined operations allow the user to manipulate
and display urban data. Any rule or new localizatio.n process can
be deceided by the user.. Some localization techniques can be
carried outside Discourse, and the consequences of the new
assignement can be tested within the system., The effectiveness
of the Liscourse language -is partly related to the multi-system
environa:ent to which it belongs.
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If Discourse seems to have achieved satisfactory results
in the specific domain of its us -- as an extension of the
designer capabilities-- its performance as a conversational
system are quite insufficient. From simple 'readability' -- typing
a predefined set of commands and interacting in this quite rigid
way-- to a more natural conversational mode, there is a great
distance.. We will look briefly at the main results obtained by
some Artificial Intelligence programs in that domain
(iiinograd,1974,4.L).
1.1.3. Natural Language Systems:
The early programs in language understanding did not
try to understand the a:eaning of sentences, but merely
manipulated words from simple relationships or from keywords in a
sentence.
STUDENT, written by Daniel Bobrow (Bobrow, 1968,4.2.1),
converts sentences describing simple algebra problems into a set
of equations and solves thew. The program works by using a simple
method of pattern-matching, linking phrases to variables.
SIR (Semantic Information Processing) was written by
Bertram Raphael (Raphael,1968,4.2.l). The system answers
questians about simple relationships between objects (as 'have'
or 'part'*. The progra; is mainly concerned with logical
relations between objects in a data base.
ELIZA. was written by Joseph Weizenbaum (Weinzenbaum,1966,
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4.1). The program mimics a dialogue between a psychiatrist and a
patient. The result is quite efficient and the system seems to
behave intelligently; in fact, it deals with some predefined
patterns and key-words. The connection between sentences is made
by the listener, and the program does not have any deep analysis
of the sentences.
These quite straightforward systems were followed by a
'second generation' of programs concerned with a deeper
understanding of the language. These programs reduced the scope
of their corcern and worked on specific narrow domains or
micro-worlds.
With LUNAR (Woods,KaplanNash-Webber,1972,4.2.2), a system
to answer questions about mineral samples brought from the moon,
Woods developed the so-called 'transition net grammars' to
describe the grammatical facts about English needed to
understand complicated structures.
SHRDLU (4-inograd,1972,4.2.2)seems to be the most complete
system developed to date. The user is talking to a robot and ask
that some simple manipulations be performed in a simple world of
blocks-. The program combines syntax, semantic and reasoning.
tiost of the knowledge is represented as procedures written in
NICROPLANNEF (Hewitt,1968,4.31.
MARGIE (NARGEv1972,4.2.2) was developed by Schank's
student. The system makes paraphrases of a given sentence and
draws simple inferences from. an input.
The recent works are more concerned with the studies of the
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Components which must go into a larger system.
The idea of case structure developed by Fillmore
(Fillmore,1968,4.2.3) and implemented by Simmons
(Simnons,1973,4.2.3) concerns the small number of ways in which
an object can be related to an action. The process of
understaading as related to a large structure of knowledge has
belen explored by Shafe (Shafe,1972,4.2.4) (*conceptualizations')
and Abelson (Abelson,1973,4.2.4) ('scripts'. Some possible ways
of drawing connections between pieces of knowledge are proposed
by Schanik (Schank,1973,4.2.4) ('conceptual dependency' Yand
Charniak ('demons' )(Charniak,1972,4.2.4).
Through the last systems considered, we can see the
emergence of a notion: the importance of the representation of
knowledge. We will come back to that point in the last part of
the thesis. The meaning of a simple fact can no longer be
understood per-se, but has to be related to more complex
structures.
The last system we present is the only one which was
purposely designed as a designer partner, able :to handle the
guidance and strategy control during the designer's generation
phase. IDEAS (Nevill,1974,3.3) wad designed as 'a program to
aug ment concept- generati on'.. It tends to reach that goal using
dif ferent tactics: in providing encouragment and support as well
as specific stimulation; in inciting the exploration of new
regions in the designer's problem space.
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A specific structuring of information allows the grouping
of words and key-words.. Groups are build in different
categorties; they can orient the conversational flow or furnish
specific technical responses.
IDEAS can be conaidered as an experimental research tool,
allowing studies of methods for teaching humans to increase
their creative power, as well as studies on the nature and
techaiques of interactive prose and conversational modes.
1.2. Static Graphics:
Graphic Outputs can be divided into two categories:
Static Graphics and Dynamic Graphics. Plotters, Computer Output
Microfilm and Storage Tube allow the generation of *static"
pictures. There are two classes of Eynamic Graphics Output:
either drawings are decomposed in a succession of lines
represented in a List in the computer (vector g enerator), or a
picture is made in a fixed sequence as in a television set
(Raster Scan).
In the following paragrah such a precise distinction will
not be observed (for exemple in the case of hidden-line
elimination algorithmsY.
1.2.1., Digital plotting systems:
Plotters allow the display of computer outputs in a
graphic or literal form:. Plotters work on a basic digital
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incremental principle: the decoded input commands from the
computer provokes incremental (sometimes analogue: Benson) steps
along X or Y axes or at some angle., The characteristics of a
digital plotter are given by the choice of incremental step
sizes (500 steps/inch is high quality), the number of basic steps
(8 or 24 in the best case) and the speed (up to 50
inches/second).
Ir electromechanical plotters the plot is produced by the
movement of a pen on a recording paper. Three types of digital
plotters exist:
drum type: the plot is produced by a rotary motion of the drum
(X axis) and by a lateral motion of the pen carriage (Y axis).
- flatbed type: the plot is produced by a lateral motion of the
beam and by a vertical motion of the pen carriage.
- hybrid type: belt plotter of Calcomp, that accelerates at over
4G's and drum plotter of Gerber.
Another sort of plotter is the electrostatic plotter,
which is cheap and fast. It uses a dots printer, wh.ich can plot
from 1 to 200 dots per inch.
All of these plotters can be used in an on-line or
off-line system.
1.2.2.. Computer Output 1icrofilm:
Another possitle way -of recording data is to use high
speed mi cro f ilm plotters (Stromberg-Carlson) high speed
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microfilm recorders have been used in such applications as curve
plotting, drawings, mapping, animation motion pictures... Such
electronic systems accept digital signal off-line from a
magnetic tape or son-line from a digital computer. It then
converts binary codes into combinations of alphanumeric
printing, or curve plotting. The plot is produced by a movement
of a cathode ray tube electron beam. Information is recorded at
high speed on both microfilm and photo-recording paper. The
information recorder can be ased in storage and retrieval
systems or a hard copy can be obtained.
1.2.3. Storage Tube; "a Volatile Plotter":
The last device w;e will present was purposely designed at
MII (Slctz,1968,2.3) as a low cost terminal for a time sharing
system capable of rapid alphanumeric and graphic display, but
without dynamic capabilities. It is somewhere between the slow
typewriter and the expensive refreshed CRT.
The Storage Tube display unit consists of three sections :
- a controller, which decodes bits from input and contains a
symbol generator and a vector generator;
- a display unit, direct-view storage CRT, the surface of which
is a console memory. The surface of the display unit stores and
displays the image (data can remain for hours on the screen);
- a key-board.
While cheap, the storage tube has some unpleasant
characteristics. It is dim, its writing speed is slow, and local
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erasure is not possible. These limitations make interactions
somewhat difficult and limited to the display of static graphics.
1.3. Dynamic Graphics:
Picture generation and especially dynamic graphic was
permitted through the use of the cathode ray tube display (CRT).
A high speed beam of electrons is generated and deflected in
various parts of the phosphorescent surface of the screen. As
the phosphor does not persist very long (after 1/5 s. half of
the brightness has disappeared), the glow produced by the
electron beam goes away. The same picture must be 'refreshed'
repeatedly in order to avoid 'flickers'.
A picture can be represented point by point (single point
display picture). Each word in the display file represents a
command to plot a single point on the screen. The complexity of
the picture which can be displayed without fLickers is limited
(no more than 2000 points can be displayed without flicker).
10cre efficient systems include vectors generators and
character generators. The dot or line patterns are made 'known'
by the hardware. The time to plot the pattern and the amount of
storage required to define them are reduced..
In the early sixties, with the works of Sutherland,
Johnson and Roberts, we see the emergence of a new method of
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man-machine communication. rynamic manipulation of line drawing
in two dimensions, manipulation of objects in three dimensions
and hidden-surface algorithms are the main steps toward a more
comprehensible and easy way of manipulating objects on the
screen.
1.3.1. Sketchpad:
Sketchpad (Sutherland,1953,2.6) is the first graphic
system allowing real time interrelation through the medium of
line drawing.
The main capabilities of the system are the following:
1- Any symbol or 'sub-picture' can be used as often as desired
in order to draw a pattern.
2- Constraints satisfaction: the user can specify mathematical
conditicns to be satisfied on a drawing. Basic relationships
such as making points on lines, or making a line vertical or
horizontal are part of the 'fixing-up' process.
3- Definition Copying: we can make the side of a geometric
figure be equal in length
Sketchpad stores the relations between the various parts
of a drawing and the structures of the subpictures. It is easy
to chang e the pattern of a sub picture without changing the
structure of. the general picture.
The data storage structure (ring structure) allows the
performance of basic operations implemented in Jacro instructions
(insert, delete a member of a ring). Separation of general and
M __ 0
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specific in the data structure is obtained by collecting .all
things .of one type together in a ring under a generic heading.
The most general features of the system lie in a few
general functions. These functions allow:
- the expansion of instances (subpictures within subpictures)
- the recursive deletion (removal of certain picture parts will
remove other pictures parts in order to maintain the coherence
of the drawing)
- the recursive merging (combination of two similar parts forces
combination of things, depending on the parts).
1.3.2. Sketchpad III:
From Sketchpad to Sketchpad III (Johnsonl963,2.6)
graphical techniques are expanded to the representation and
manipulation of three-dimensional objects.
Johnson's system is able to manipulate 'wire-frame'
figures in the dimensional space.
The outputs are graphical images of three-dimensional
objects displayed on-line on a CRT. Four views of the object are
displayed : top view, front view, side view and perspective. The
light-pen is used to guide drawing on the screen; the element
the light-pen is pointing at can be erased or moved. It is
possible to. magnify, reduce or rotate the drawing, force or relax
the perspective.
Such graphical transformation as rotation, magnification
and perspective are performend by a single 4*4 matrix.
The rotation facility is used in order to draw three
dimensions on a two-dimensional surface. Lines are drawn
directly on true length on a surface which has been located
parallel to a viewing quadrant.
1.3.3. First Architectural Applications:
The first generation of Computer Graphics was rapidly
followed by more architecturallyy-oriented uses. The most well-
known syster is Urban5 (Negroponte,1969,2.6). For the first
time, an architect was able to sit down in front of the machine
and enter into a simple dialogue. The primary intention of the
authors of Urban5 was to develop a system which, after a certain
amount of communication with the user, could develop a certain
design intelligence. At the same time some experiments in
architectural simulation (Hendren,1969,2.1), and an important
experiment in architectural practice (BOP(Milne,1969,2.1)) were
developed.
1.3.4. Hidden-Line ELimination Algorithm:
In order to improve the display of three-dimensional
outputs the hidden-line elimination was of first importance. We
will examine two of the hidden-line elimination algorithms.
The Robert's program (Robert,1965,2.5) processes
photography of some geometric objects into a line drawing. The
Line drawing is transformed into a three-dimensional
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representation, and a final output with hidden line removed can
be displayed from any point of view... We will present the last
part of the work -- the hidden line elimination-- and compare the
algorithm to another approach, which is more economical for a
complicated scene.
In Robert's approach, each line is tested against every
opaque surface. The lines are defined by the intersection of the
planes of the polyedron considered. Lines are eliminated in
three stages:
- three-dimensional clipping against the screen boundary.
The part lines out of the screen or behind the observor are
eliminated.
- removing tack-lines: rejecting lines which are partly or
wholly invisible.
- testirg lines against other volumes; testing each line for
obstruction by other polyedron volumes.
The algorithm is satisfactory up to thirty volumes; for a
complicated scene, the large quantities of computation required
makes At very slow.
The Warnock's algorithm (Warnock,1969,2.5) allows a
better time computation performance. Each portion of the
display screen is examined through a 'window'; one determines
if anything interesting appears. There are three possibilities:
- nothing appears; it is blank;
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- the features observed are simple enough; a display is
generated;
- the algorithm fails because the feature is too complex to
analyze; the window is subdivided into several windows, each of
which are successively examined, recursively, .up to the possible
resolvable spot on the screen (in that case a 'display by
default' is process-ed).
Other algorithms to the hidden-line problem have been
proposed by Kubert, Szato and Gulieri (Kubert,Szaho,Gulieri,1968
2.5), G alimberti and 'ontanari (Gali mberti, Montanar i,1969, 2.5;
LoXtrel (Loutrel,1970,2.5); Ricci (Ricci,1970,2.5) and
Encarnacao (Encarnacao,-1970',2.5).
The hidden line elimination being resolved, addition of
color and shade was a second step in the representation of
objects; the University of Utah developed techniques allowing
realistic half-tone or colored representation of objects. Shade
or brightness can be computed. Gouraud (Gouraud,1971,2.5) wrote
an algorithm which 'erased' the edge between facettes in which
objects are partitioned; in half-tone rendering, a shiny
appearence is obtained., Parke (Parke,1972,2.5) developed animated
sequences of human faces changing expressions.
An exhaustive review and new promising approaches of the
hidden-surface problem can be found in Sutherlandts report
(Sutherland, 1974,2.5).
1.3.5. Evans and Sutherland Graphic System:
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Among the systems most recently developed, the Evans
and Sutherland Picture System is one of the most sophisticated.
The system presents moving pictures of two-or three dimensional
objects. Changirg the perspective of an object scan be displayed
in real time. Objects can be translated or rotated and can change
in scale. You can zoom into a picture and isolate details.
Individual sub-objects can be independently manipulated.
1.3.6. Raster Scan:
Up to now, what we have described on graphics systems is
mainly concerned with the display of line drawings. To extend the
capabilities of Computer Graphics into picture making, the
vectored display (on CRT or storage tube) which processes
pictures sequentially is impracticable.
The raster scan (Entwisle,1974,2.3) is a display system
that refreshed itself from left to right. The storage .of a drawing
and its display are synonymous. A multiple point per bit display
(up to 8 bits per point image) allows a wide range of possible
image (color, gray tone).
1.4 Input Techniques:
1.4.1. light-Pen and Tablet:
Input devices allow the user to interact with the
compute-r. We have already examined the keyboard and its
insufficient capabilities to enter graphical data.
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Using a C:RT, a user may want to erase lines or character,
or to add lines or symtols xon the screen. The "light-pen'
transform.s the CRT in an input device. A photo-cell placed in a
shaped housing responds only when light, coming from a CRT
drawing, falls in its field of view. The light-pen can be used
in two ways:
- as a pointing device,- pointing at some items already on the
screen, for which it is well suited;
- as a positioning device -- in that case, a tracking program must
be running .in the computer--, for which it is ill-suited.
Another device, a 'tablet', allows the user to draw on a
flat surface with a stylus. Each line of a tableet :carries a
digital code signal that can be picked up by the stylus (Rand
tablet)(Keast,1967,2.3) and will be converted to binary integer
form.
1.4.2. Evans and Sutherland's Two Pens Tablet:
An interesting system --Evans and Sutherland's two pens
tabl et (Sutherland,1974,2.3)-- enters, through the use of several
two-dimensixal views, a three-dimentional description of an
object. On a large tablet area several views of a
three-dimensional abject are digitized. With a multiple pen the
user indicates a single point by pointing simultaneously on the
two views, and the three-dimensional positicons of the point are
defined.
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1.4.3. iUNCH:
Through the use .of tablet and stylus, Computer Graphics
started to cope with a new and quite exciting problem: sketch
recognition. The main research in that field had been, and is
presently, conducted by the Architecture Machine Group. The
problem of sketch recognition is viewed as 'the step by step
resolution of the mismatch between the user's intentions and his
graphical articulation' (Negroponte,1973,2.1).
HUNCH (Negroponte.1972,2.6), system of sketch recognition,
allows
the user to keep his free hand way of drawing, as well as his
inaccuracy. The system constructs two representations of the
sketch as it is drawn:
- a one dimensional data structure (coordinate .information and
measurement of pressure upon the stylus). This feature
facilitates the problem of data compression, when the
geom-etry of elements is reduced to a list of nodes and linkages.
The ambiguities on the curves, straight lines or corners are
successfully handled by the program.
- a two-dimensional data-structure (two-dimensional bit-map).
Among other capabilities, the system is able to separate
diagrammatic elements from projective elements; it guesses
about intended connections and possible intersections.
An extension to HUNCH capabilities was brought about by
C.Herot's program (Herot,1974,3.3). Some semantic knowledge about
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the subject matter being sketched is stored into the machine
during the recognition process :of the sketch. The idea is simply
to direct the machine search with some decisive ' clues in
order to recognize entities in a sketch.
The present and coning works of the Architecture Machine
Group, is in a certain sense, directly opposed to the current
uses of Computer Graphics as restricted to the displays of
generated results. They are mainly concerned with structures or
programs 'that can deal with the properties of incompleteness,
contradiction and vagueness which are character.istics of any
design behavior...' (NSF proposal,1974,2.1). The recognition of
design intentions of the designer's behavior, up to now ignored,
should lead to a system able to carry the ambiguities of
human behavior and able to replace the explicitness of the early
Graphic Systems with some sort of responsiveness to human
suttlties.
1.4.4. E.achine Vision:
The interest of Artificial Intelligence (Winston,1973,4.3)
in Machine Vision -- as well as in Natural Language Understanding--
is related to the question of knowledge interaction on many levels
and to the problem of large systems organization.
With the 'body finding' problem (partition the observed
regions of a scene into distinct bodies), Guzman
(Guzman,1968,4.3) starts with a relatively simple syntactic
theory and ends with some semantic implications. The system works
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in two passes. The first pass gathers local evidence. It checks
vertices and decides which of the surrounding regions belong to
the same body. The second pass combines the first evidence into a
parsing hypothesis. The program uses a set of theories which
decides how to use the evidence to best advantage. Placements of
links can be 'inhibited', subject to contrary evidence from
adjacent vertices. A good understanding of the body linking problem
depends on semantic justifications for the generation of links.
Waltz (Waltz,1972,4.3) brought some important semantic
implications to the body problem. Waltz's theory is directly
related to Huffman's (Huffman,1970,4.3) and Clowes'
(Clowes,1971,4.3) works. The labeling of lines in a drawing is
dependent or their particular cause in the scene observed: Is a
line a shadow, a crack between two adjacent objects, or a seam
between an object and the background? The set of lines labels is
expanded in order to include some knowledge about the physical
possib.ilities. If the combinatorial number of possible labeling
around a vertex is increased, the number of arrangements
physiically possible is reas-onable. P filtering procedure combining
physical. possibilities and lighting of objects speeds the
recognition process. With Waltz's program, the importance of a
better ability to describe is underlined.,
Learning how ;to do good description was the main goal of
Winston?'s research (Winston,1970, 4.3).
How can concepts be learned from a few selected
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examples? The machine builds a model which is 'a proper
description augmented by information, about which elements of the
description are essential, and by information about what, .if
anything, must not be present in examples of the
concepts'(Winston,1970,4.3). 'Near-misses' are 'examples
introduced in the model emphatic relations
(aust and must-not-be type). These relations contain information
about what is essential and about what characteristics should not
be present in a sample matched against the model concept.
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Chapter 2: OVERVIEW "OF SPACE ALLOCATION TECHVIQUES
Space Allocation techniques involve the localization of
elements within a space (tw.o dimensional or three dimensional
space). Space allocation problems have been solved for a long
time , more or less intuitively by architects; the methods they
utilize are not necessarily explicit. In order to make some part
of the design process automatized, we have to make explic.it the
methods utilized. The necessity of clarity has strongly reduced
the scope of the problems handled by these techniques. They tend
to treat functional aspects of architecture, in the most
primitive case, as circulation function. In the most advanced
programs, different functional constraints are precisely defined.
The protlem of the formalization of any qualitative aspect of
the architectural space still remains unexplored.
Ue want tc underline the necessity to consider
the solutions obtained by these programs not as "solution' or
definitive plan, but as a step in the design process, as
'schemas' which have to be further manipulated and improved by
the architect. This is the only reasonable way of considering
and usiag these techniques.
We will examine successively the solution criteria, the
solution resolution and the solution evaluation. Finally, the
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general problem of data representation in a computer and the
particular data structures utilized in space allocation problems
will be considered.
2.1 Soluti.on Criteria:
The criteria can be defined as the means by which to
evaluate whether or not the goals that have been set are reached.
The goals can be of several sorts: to improve an initial solution
(CRAFT (Armour ,Buffa,1963.,3.3), IMAGE (Weinzapfel,Johnson,
Perkins,1971,3.3)), to build up a solution wich has to
maximize or minimize a function (Simmons'prograK
(Simmons,19693.3Y, CRAFT (ArmourBuffa,1963,3.3Y, or simply to
develop a solution without any optimization but with
considerations for certain constraints: GSP (Eastman,1971a.3.3),
Fosplan (Yessios,1972b,3.31-, Grason's program (Gras.cn,1972,3.3)).
The criteria are Iirectly dependent on the constraints
which have been stated. They can serve to stop or to orient the
resolution process.
The constraints express the relationships between the
elements to be located on a support (most of the time a
'grid'), or which are already localized, in the case of programs
which improve an initial solution. The constraints can be simple
metric relationships expressing distances between elements.
These relationships are generally weighted by some measure of
the interrelations between elements. In the case of Whitehead*s
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program (Whitehead,1964,3.3), the measure of a weighted
interrelationship betweem elements decides the order in which
they have to be located, and the measure of the circulation costs
decides which to choose among several localizations. With CRAFT
(Btffa,Armour,1963,3.3 ), an objective function, again measuring
the circulation costs, decides which solution to choose.
T~o overcome the simplicity of these first approaches,
more recently developed programs present the possibility of
defining more )complex criteria. With IMAGE (WeinzapfelJohnson,
Perkins,1971,3.3) and GSP (Eastaan,1971a,3.3), geometric
relationships are extended (adjacency, alignement,
visual acces...). Eastman defines (Eastman,1971a,3.3) a
'constraint graph' in which nodes represent elements and links
represent relationships between elements; the valuation on the
links expresses the degree of restriction of a relationshp; the
measure of the degree of restiction of an element (sum of the
links value) decides in which order to locate the elements.
In IMAGE different criteria are aggregated into' a single
function to be minimized.
2.2 Solution Generation:
Space allocation programs localize' elements in a space.
The space which will receive the elements possesses a finished
number of possible locations. Without taking into consideratioh
any constraint, the possible number of affectations of n
eiements within a space admitting p possible locations, is A' ;
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in the case of programs in which an initial solution defines the
boundaries of the plan (CRAFT (Armour,Buffa,1963,3.3 )) the
possible number of localizations becomes the number of
permutations A (where n=p). In both cases, the number of the
possible solutions is enormous. With the establisment of the
constraints, the number of possible solutions is reduced. As any
solution is no longer satisfactory, some way of guiding the
production of solutions is fecessary. With the introduction of
'search strategies', the problem space is reduced: The problem
space defines the total possible paths which produce solutions.
One of the simplest strategies is called 'generate and
test'. All members of the set of the possible solutions can be
produced, or the process can be stopped if a satisfactory enough
solution has been found. In the case of exhaustive enumeration,
we have the guarantee of finding the Dest solution among the set
of the possible ones. In that case, we have an optimization of
the solution generation. This sort of optimization can only work
in very limited cases. The use of simple enumeration is totally
impracticable as the number of elements to be located increases
(a very -long time of computation). However some programs use the
generate and test method as part of other strategies (CRAFT
(BxffaArmour,1963#3.3), Lokat (Bernholtz,1969#3.3)), or in the
case of very limited problems (Steadman's program
(Steadman,1970,3.3)). Random or constrained random sampling
has also been used in site-plan splution generation by generate
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and test (Seehof and Evans's- prog.(Seehof,Evans,1967,3.3),
Teicholzls prog.(aIeicholzI969,3.3)).
To avoid the exhaustive exploration of the problem space,
it is necessary to find good search srategies. The strategies are
more or less efficient, generate and test being one of the most
worthwhile. Heuristic procedures can be defined as a way of
finding satisfactory solutions with some rapidity and effsicacy.
The guarantee of finding the best olution (optimum) is lost, but
it -is assumed we will find a reasonable result (pseudo-optimumV.
Heuristic searchs are usually represented through a tree.
The different states of the solution generation are the nodes of
the tree, the branches represent the passage from one state to
another. The possible paths through the tree are dependent on
the search processes or decision rules which have been decided.
The decision rules can be pre-established, or they can be
dependent on the precedent state of resolution (CRAFT (Buffa,
Armour,1963,3.3)). In the case of programs generating solutions,
as an example of possible decision rules, we have to decide:
- the sequerce in which eleients are added to the arrangement,
- the seguence in which constraints have to be applied,
the order in which to consider locations,
which sort of back up rules have to be applied when there is. no
possible location for an element.
With the preceding rules, it will be very important to
start with the most constrained element (Whitehead's prog.
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(Whitehead, Eldars,1964, 3.3 ), G.SP (Eastman, 1971a,3.3)).
Aa extension of the generate and test method is the
hill-clLimbirg strategy (whiich has not too much heuristic power).
CRRFT (Buffa,Armour,1964,3.3) is a typical example of the use of
the hill-climbing method. The program tries to minimize a function
representing circulation costs between spaces. Given an initial
solution, possible exchanges between elements are considered; the
transposition bringing the best arrangement is retained, and the
process is repeated until no possible improvement can be
obtained. If the general search is a hill-climbing strategy,
generate and test is applied in the generation of comparative
solutions on each intermediate level. Hill-climbing does not
produce optimal solution, but generates results whirch
successively verge on an optimum. The insuffisency of the
method, which ignores a better solution and stoFs on a lo-cal
optimum, is slightly improved when several trials are performed
in choosing different starting points.
The programs developing the most sophisticated strategies
are Eastman's program, GSP (Eastman,1971a,3.3) and Pfeffercorn's
Program DPS (Pfeffercorn,1971,3.3). other programs (Lee and
Moore's (Lee, More,1967-,3.3), Mitchell and Lillon's
(Mitchell,Dillon,1972,3.3)', Lidgett and Frew's
(LidgettFrew,1972,3.3) have developed some more or less
simple heuristic rules to generate layouts.
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Even in the most sophisticated case, the strategies
developed within the programs are very different from a human
resolution process. The first important difference lies In the
definition of the constraints, which is static and definitive all
along the search process. The redefinition of the constraints
as well as the the introduction of new data along the resolution
process are typical of human problem solving. The conception of
self-modifiable programs, as well as the conception of learning
programs, is still extremely problematic.
2.3 Solution Evaluation:
Little has to be said about the testing of solutions in
space allocation programs. As we have noticed, tests against the
measure of the performance of the solutions can serve to direct
the choice o intermediate solutions (CRAFT (Buffa,Armour,l964,
3.3)). Bernholtz's program (Bernholtz,1969,3.3) generates a
solution from one chosen criteria and tests the solution
against the other criteria. With some programs, the solution
space (number of generated solutions) is one (Whitehead's Prog.
(Whitehead,Eldars,1964-,3.3)-, Eastman's prog.(Eastman,1971a,3.3 )).
In that case, the soluttion is supposed to be satisfactory enough
and, if not the best, at deast it respects the most important
constraints.
Among the preceding programs simulation is never used to
test the quality of solution against other possible criteria not
directly taken into account.
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However such programs exist, they can handle operation
costs, structural stahility, environmental performance of a
buildinga,(farkus,1972,3.2),( Paterson, L972,3.2),( Harper, 1968,3.3),
(Allmoad,1972,3.3),(Hawkes,Stribs,1971a,3.2).
The last way of testing solutions is to allow human
intervention during the generation process: In other words, to
develop an interactive man-machine system. The introduction of
human intuition to accept, reject or ponder a sclution, or to
direct the generation process, in a sense denies the possibility
of formalizing ill-defined and qualitative requirements in a
computer language and associates human judgment and creativity
Kith an automatized process (Negroponte,1969a,3.1)
(Cbrodey, 1968,3.1).
2.4 Representation of Data:
Not solely related to space allocation programs, the
following treats the basic requirements of data representation
in a computer. Complements on the subject can be found in
articles (Gray,197,7)(Page,Wilson,1973,7) or in Knuth (Knuth,
'When you have a collection of data elements (numerical
vaLues. namies... stored in a computer, some way of organizing
them into the memory is needed. Such organization of data
elements has two purposes: to preserve the relations between the
elements considered and to provide an easy way of manipulating
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the data (retrieve, insert, delete a data element).
First, we will examine the different basic types of
data structure. Then, we will present the type of data
representation used in space allocation programs.
2.4.1.. Basic Types of data structure:
Some definitions: a record is a collection of elementary
data items (ex: information about a student: name, age, field..).
Records are collected into logical unit files. The arrangement
and interrelation of records in a file form a data structure.
There are many types of data organization: sequential
organization, random organization and list structures.
Sequetrtial Organization:
Records are stored in a position relative to other records
and according to a specified sequence. A key decides the order in
which they are positioned (in a telephone directory, the key is
the surname data element of the record). This data organization
is the simplest because the mechanism for accessing the data is
already built into the computer hardware (the logical order of
records in the file and the physical order of records in the
machine are the same). As a consequence, the retrieval operations
will be fast; updating values, inserting or deleting an item
will e difficult. In that case, it is necessary to push
existing records (copy the entire file) to make room for a new
item.
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Random Organization:
Ai. arbitrary address is associated with a record, which
is then stored at that address. The address can be specified by
the programmer, which is not very practical (direct address)., It
is better to create a table of records' keys with their
associated address (dictionary method). However, the dictionary
occupies as much space as the data and with a very large
dictionary, searching for an item can take a long time. Another
method (hashing) converts the key of the record into a single
address (one can replace each letter of the key by a number for
exemple). If several key record calculations give the same
address, one can collect in a list (see below) all records that
hash to the same address. In order to find the element, one
searchs the. list after performing the hashing operation. With
that method, any record is retrieved by single access. Insertion
and deletion does not affect other records.
List Organization:
A list is an organization in which records are chained-
by pointers. A pointer links one piece of data with another;
it -is a word which contains an address in the memory. In a list,
the logical organization and the physical support are not the
same: a list can be logically scattered through the memory.
Many Lists can pass through a single record (multilist
structure). n that case, an element can belong to several lists.
Insertion or deletion of a record in a list are easily performed
(eg., to delete: the pointers to the element to be removed are
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made to point to -the next element).
Ring structures: In a list, the last record points to the
first record. 11ultiple ring lists can pass through a record.
More complex struttures:
A Tree structure is a structure which has no closed
circuits. It is a level structure in which a block at any level
may point to a block further down the tree.
A Hierarchical stucture is a structure with levels of
hierarchy but constructed with rings. From an initial ring, any
record can be linked to logically related elements which are
arranged in a r.ing structure. This type of structure allows
starting with any record in file and moving up and down in the
hierarchy.
We will conclude with programming language aspects.
FORTRAN, COBOL and FL/I handle sequentially organized files very
well. LISP, which was developed to deal with heuristic programs,
is a list-.oriented language. In PL/i, a pointer capability allows
dynamic allocation of space and storage of pointers between
records which are organized in a list structure.
2.4.2. Space Representation in Space Allocation Programs:
In, order to represent and manipulate elements in the
architectural space, some particular data structure is needed
(Eastaan,1970b,3.2 Maroy,1973,3 .2).
With :the euclidian representation, cartesian orthogonal
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,coordinates are used to locate elements, IEAGE (Weinzapfel,
Johnson,Perkins,1971,3.34' utilizes this representation.
The first programs have widely utilized two-dimensional
arrays or 'grids'.. Depending on the size of the unit domain, the
representation is more or less accurate. Irregular forms can be
only approximated. Distance between the elements are calculated
rectangulary or diagonally. With the accuracy of the
representation (size of unit domain), the memory requirements
and computer time rapidly increase.
With the 'hierarchical array', less memory requirement is
needed. Domains which are not homogeneous are recursively
subdivided into 4*4 grid cells.. With that representation, large
domains are defined more economically. Hierarchical arrays were
used at Stanford Research Institute as a robot's internal
representation of the world.
The 'variable size domains' was utilized by Moran
(loran,1968,7). With that representation, domains are defined by
the prolongation of the sides of the elements and of the sides of
the envelope. Domains scould be organized into a lattice which is
represented by a list structure or can be represented by a
variable size arrays.
Another representation which has been widely utilized in
space allocation programs is the planar graph representation. A
ftor plan can be represented by its dual graph. The dual can be
stored in a matrice or represented in a list (list of the
successors). The graph expresses the adjacency relation of the
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plan. Each vertex can be associated with the length of the wall
it crosses. This representation was used by Krejciric
(Kre:Jiric*1968.3.3), and Grason (Grason.1971,3.2). A different
representation by graph was proposed by Teague (Teague,19170,3.2).
The most general representation is perhaps the one used by
Pfeffercorn in EPS (Pfeffercorn,1971,3.3) and by Yessios in
SIPLAN (Yessios,1973,3.3). Elements are represented by
combinations of sconvex polygons.
Each of these representations makes certain operations
easy to perform and has some influence on the resolution process.
Kith the array representation, the minimization of
distances and the constraints of adjacency are easy to handle;
other constraints, such as visual access, could be laboriously
performed, and angles can be only approximated. As we have
noticed, with a hetter accuracy of the space definition, memory
and processing times increase rapidly. Hierarchical array
improves the array representation by using less redundant
information to define domains.
With the variabl.e arrays, the same reduction is obtained
and its list structure allows a direct treatment of the
adjadency ?constraint.
Vith the array representation, the localization of an
element is performed step-by-step and in an aggregative way.
Euclddian representation and hierarchical array are more
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effective in recognizing space than in locating elements step
by step. IIMAGE was mainly utilized to improve an initial
solution. Constraints using angle verification are efficiently
performed.
The graph representation allows the use of certain
procedures on the properties of planar graphs. Adjacency and
length requirements are priviliged.
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PART I1
Chapter 1: STATE OF THOUGHT IN COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
METHODS IN ARCHITECTURE: SOME INTERVIEWS
The general inquiry into the uses and mis-uses of the
computer inshde the design process brought about the idea to
interview some people who were directly or indirectly involved
with the so called computer aided design methods. The Boston
area furnishes some of the most successful examples of the uses of
computer design methods either in research, teaching or practice.
To carry out an investigation among happy or unhappy users of
these methods seemed necessary, interesting and exciting.
People interviewed belong to the community of
enthusiasts, skeptics or detractors of these methods. All of them
had been, to some extent, touched by the increasing development
of these techniques. Some of them consentrated their professi.onal
activity on it, others developed some experimental work in that
field; -still others spent energy in strong criticism and
raised important questions as to the correct use and possible
future existence, if any, of these methods.
The Boston area is a dot on the map of the users of
computers in architecture. However, the range and the quality
of the works conducted in the last ten years allow the
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presentation the following opinions as being representative
enough of the state of thought in computer aided design and
architecture.
Eric, Teicholz, Guy Weinzapfel, Nicholas Negroponte,
Aaron Fleisher, Cliff Stewart, Stanford Anderson, Alexander
Tzonis, Ilike Gerzso and Timothy Johnson have been interviewed.
The following questions were submited:
1- When you personally became interested in the automation of
some part of the design process, what was the main reason?
2- How do you decide if a design proposal is a 'solution' to a
problem; in other w-ords, what are the criteria by which you
evaluate the satisfaction of a solution?
3- What concepts s eem particulary difficult to formalize in a
computer language?
4- Could you discuss the results you have obtained in
using computer techniques? Are these techniques satisfactory or
not, and from what point of view?
5- What is the main benefit of using computer-aided design
methods?
6- What further improvement do you see in computer-aided
design in architecture?
7- What computer technique evolutions could influence the
future of computer-aided design methods in architecture?
M __M -
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-Reasons for becoming interested in the automation of some part
of the design process:
To be a frustrated student or pracitioner, to be
driven ty simple curiosity are some of the reasons for being
interested in the automation of the design process.
In everyday practice, the complexity of the projects to
deaL with, naturally leads to some way of organizing and
dealing with the data; easier handling of the technical
aspect could leave more time to work on the human aspect..
Automation also can be seen as a way of making the design
process more rational. It can be seen as a medium through
which one can understand architecture as such or analyze the
design process. In the latter case, regarding the automation
of some part sof the design process, one can compare what the
algorithm produces and what the designer does, and on the
resemblance of the two, one can decide whether the algorithm was
successful or not. Automation can also be a tool which allows
specif.ication and simulation of the way a system behaves over
a period of time, exploring the changes of a building over time.
In opposition to the somewhat optimistic preceding
opinions, was some strong criticism against these methods,
which were judged to he 'primitive exercises of thinking relative
to the nature of architecture' (refers to the early sixties
works). The sense of xorking inductively from faulty information
and trying to make that faulty information built in a synthesis
of form is contrary to the way the mind works, the science works,
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architecture works...' (S. Anderson).
-Criter ia by which the satisfaction of a solution is evaluated:
A solution can be seen as simply meeting three sorts of
requirements: function, construction and 'delight',(. Weizapfel),
aspects which prevent many buildings from becoming a solution:
and which could be a clear expression of what the building is
about.
When the design criteria have to be explicit in order to
be translated in a computer program, testing a solution against
the inpxt parameters is easy, but there is no reason to believe
in the relevance of these design parameters for a particular
design solution. In the f inal analysis, you are the only -one
who can define what is the best solution. That type of design
knowledge is a very individual process.
If one is not concerned by solving the problem per-se, but
rather :in the replication of the design process, there is no
necessary success in solving the problem, but there is success
in replicating what the designer does.
Theoretically, success could be decided by the time the
criteria, which have been decided. ahead of time, are fulfilled.
Practically speaking, this is impossible and there always exists
a kind of feedback zor an increasing approximation to the problem
process; better solutions and better programs are, in fact,
deseloped at the same time; that does not mean that a certain
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solution is satisfactory because the solution satisfies the
criteria which have been set as criteria for fullfiling the
satisfactior of a s.olution. The decision on the criteria to be
considered is crucial.
OCne :of the problems is how to define a measure of
performance, how to define a system, how to implicitly define a
solution space. If you are honest, you also have to make clear
which values are sound in the system.. These are not easy problems
to solve because in architecture you don't know what the solution
space is, and the measure of performance has only been successful
in terms of dollars. We can talk about 'wicked problems' (Rittel)
because, in a sense, you solve the problem by stating a solution
at first.
To the precedent views, which more or less, believe in
the possible statement of some criteria which ,can be later
transformed through feedback and readjustment, the opinion which
follows brirgs the user into the design process. In that case,
the solution of any design problem is evaluated through the eye
of the user of the physical environment and not from the
environment itself.
T~o corclude, there is no reason to think that the problem
is well stated ; the solution obtained is always more complex
than the problem statement .. New information and feedback don't
stop with the design or with the building, but go with the
people using the building and continue with transformations of
the building; 'I don't look for problem solutions, I look for
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interesting evolutions of the problem'(S. Anderson).
-Concepts difficult to formalize in computer language:
Things which cannot be quantified are extremely difficult
to translate into a language. Computers are only good for
carrying out a rational process. Only the structural aspect has
been well. addressed; the functional aspect is still not
satisfactorily addressed. N.c system exists that is able to deal
with any given set of criteria and that is able to generate
successful plans.
All the concepts having metaphorical equivalents are
difficult to fcrmalize, any concept that has to do with the
meaning that we attach to things.
PMachires are unable to computerize a process; something
that involves more than one context. The ability to change
context, to cross reference, to design in a different
vocabulary is difficult to implement in a computer language.
Difficulties can come out of our limitation to model
diffused ideas in a formalized manner.
Problems could arise -in describing what the conventions
are that produce arrangements in space which the designer
considers to be good. In that case, it is diffiscult to think a
set of conventions that are primitive enough to generate a
lagrge variety of possible spatial arrangements. It is not so
auch a language problems
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-Results obtained in the use of computer techniques:
Most of the good results in using computer techniques
come from quite straightorward applications; well defined
problems with a set of quantitative criteria. The use of a
system such as Image is more interesting in the evaluation of
solutions than in the generation., Imae brought with it the
problem of translating design ideas to the machine
for evaluation.
Prac~itianers consider computers with optimism. Computers
do a better quality work, allow more consideration for
alternative solution's, and they can simulate the final product.
In the case of Discourse the success was not in exploring
the designer's process and in writing an algorithm that might
replicate him (which was the original idea), but it was more in
building a computer aided design system, a sort of amplifier of
the designer's ability..
Computers can be used as a means of testing design
hypothesis, and they can serve as a model to modelize the process
of dectision-making within the design.
From: a pessimistic point of view, we can find several
reasons: we are still very far from the point .of using a
computer as a medium. ie have not been able to incorporate it in
the des.ign process, even in its limited sense. lo he able to
describe things architecturally, we need some computer language
for architecture.
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Results have been judged unsatisfactory because the
breadth of problems that these techniques can handle is so
narrow, because the interface between man-machine is so
uncomfortable, and because the cost and energy spent are still so
high.
-a-in benef it of using computer-aided design methods:
These methods are viewed simply as a 'useful entry point
for some ki.rd of designer' (T. Johnson). However, in real
practice they seem to have some non discussed anterest: because
they are highly accurate, they do a lot of work in less time and
they allow to consider several alternatives. You can simulate the
final product and also keep a record of the design process, a
trail which allows you to work backward, if necessary.
Beyond thes e practical applications, the use of these
methods forces you to think more about the design process, and by
placing the machine between the designer and its artifact, it
brings some beneficial isolation.
Starting with an hypothesis, one can write a program which
explores the consequences of this hypothesis. In that case, the
creative step is not removed and the computer is used to explore
many more possible deductions from your initial hypothesis. It
is :not an automatic process.
One possible further application of the computer is to
introduce the user ins.ide the design . The first problem is to
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combine and aggregate the different opinions in a very accurate
way. The computer could be used to create a quick feedback
of an aggregate proposal back to the group and to incite a
re-evaluation of the first decisions.. As a result, the
interesting aspect of the application of computers is going to
come when the process of design changes.
-Further improvement in computer-aided design in architecture:
The f-irst improvesent which has been noticed is technical
but has strong consequences and feedback on the user.
The construction of better data bases as well as the
sharing of data is an important issue. Encouragement to
present suggestions (and not sclutions) in more depth gives
some m-aterial or graphical cues to the architect which incite
him to ask questions on the alternatives and prevent him from
assigning further generations to the machine. The necessity of a
powerful and easy graphic language brings the question of the
representation of architectural things in data structure and the
more general question of the design of an architectural language.
Another important point is the question of an easy and
comfortable communication tetween man and machine, 'all the
knowledge of competence embedded in the machine'($N. Negroponte).
and in a lo;rger range, the construction of systems which could
guess the intention of the user.
Some str.ong disagreement was raised against the idea of
comaputer 'aided design' which sets the problem in the wrong
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direction. What is the design process and how can the computer:
enter into dialogue with it? As long as we knobw what design is,
then muechanization can take its part, not in aiding it but in
functioning within .it.
-Computer technique evolutions and their influence on the future
of computer-aided design methods:
Among the technology evolutions which could influence the
computer design methods in architecture, the ability to design
very naturaly on large surfaces was mentioned several times.
There is a need for good symbolic graphic, and the
generation of cues coming up with graphic in order to be able to
give a good epresentation of space, to be able to manipulate,
store aid generate the image easily.
Another research area (the need of good multivariate
analys.is) is to help the designers to see what their problem
looks like, what their problem space is and to facilitate their
course through the problem space and their arrival at s.olutions.
Look at a series of variables and come up with some sort of
abstraction that would help the designer to understand the extent
and the variations of the problem.
Against the 'little gadgeteries' (as 3-D displays,
dynamic graphics the size of walls...) which do not bring any
conceptual change, the specific conceptual change that will
affect computer aided design is the problem of learning., Machine
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should Learn how to learn and should not be told to be a good
architect.
To conclude the constraint on the production of
satisfactory computer aided design systems in architecture is
not in the hardware or in the software but in the understanding
problem. ' I cannot think of any device that would automatically
change the world and absolutely guarantee a state of grace'
(A. Fleisher).
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Chapter 2 CRITCISMS ON THE CURRENT ISSUES:
The first intent of this chapter, which is in some sense
the intent of the tFiesis, is to investigate the reasons for our
dissatisfaction wiW1the use of the so-called computer aided
design methods. In'Tart I we have briefly outlined the main
results achieved by interactive systems and by space
allocation techniques. Interactive systems and especially
graphic systems, have been mostly concerned with the display and
manipulation of information already organized. On the other
hand, space allccation techriques faced the problem of the
generation of 'solation' or pseudo-solution, starting from some
well-defined desigh tonstraints and using some specific design
strategies. With this latter approach, the choice of the design
stategies, the constraints and the criteria on which to
decide the fulfillment of these constraints has an important
effect on the final result. As we have already mentioned, these
techniques can only operate with an important reduction of the
usual human design~ process.
We will examine each of these points successively, and we
will try to state when the oversimplification of these
techniques is not admissible and in what sense they completely
distort and misund rstand the design process. Finally,
interactive systems and especially computer graphics will be
discussed.
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2.1 The iay Space Allocation Programs Work:
In the case of a 'build-up' approach (adding physical
elements one-by-one in order to produce an arrangement ) or in
the case of amelioration of an existing solution, the
racteriistics of these programs are nearly the same. We have a
certain number elements; these elements are supposed to
represent the architectural space, or a piece or sub-piece
of that space, in which different sorts of activities have
to be localized. We have a certain number of constraints to be
satisfied. These constraints were chosen at first, obviously
because they were simple and easy to modelize in a formal
language; it was also presupposed that they were strong and
rel~evant to the type of architectural problem to which they were
attached. We recall that the early space allocation programs
dealt mainly with the localization of 'activities' in
buildings with important displacement of people and materials
(hospitals, factories, warehouses..). Directly linked to these
constraints, some criteria decide whether or not the constraints
are satisfied and in the best case, the degree of
satisfaction of the constraints can be established. In order to
generate an 'arrangement' satisfying the stated canstraints, one
or several strategies have to be implemented.. Depending the
more vor less heuristic power of the chosen strategies, the
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search will be pursued with some rapidity and with some guarantee
of success.. As we have already noticed, success in the case of
he-uristic search is never the guarantee of Afinding an optimum
solutioa but rather of finding some reasonable solution. The
interest of a strategy can also be judged by the number of
constraints it is able to handle and by the type of back-up rules
it !can :utilize, it at some Foint a blocked situation occurs. The
precediag problem statement can be simply exposed in the
following formulation borrowed to Eastman (Eastman,1971b,3.2):
Given:
a * a space;
(b, ,b2 , *- bn): a set of constraints delimiting the
acceptatle solutions;
(c ,c, ... cn): a set of operators for manipulating the
location of elements within the space;
(e) : the initial design state ( a state is an
arrangenent of elements);
Find a set of operators that will generate a state (e), such that
the constraints are satisfied.
This heuristic search formulation is represented as a
search process through a tree whose nodes are states (partial
design) and whose branches are operators which transform one
state into another. A solution is a path starting from an
initial state and leading to a goal state.
One irteresting situation which allows us to judge the
heuristic power of a program, is its ability to back-up when a
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blocked situation occurs. The use of feedback from the problem
being solved to res.olve the obstructed situation is rare .in space
allocation programs. Most of the programs simply back-up the
design tree in a nearly blind way. Pfeffercorn developed an
interesting 'diagnostic search strategy' in his program:
(Pfeffercorr,1971,3.31. When a difficulty is encountered which
makes the program unable to locate a new element, an
investigation is pursued to check which constraints have been
broken ard which objects are involved in the violation.
Unfortunately, this checking is done only on the last set of
alternatives generated by the program; earlier alternatives,
already generated in the partial solution, :could have been one of
the possible causes of the present difficulty. The diagnosis
information having been obtained, a set of remedial actions can
be tried by the program (build a macro-object, enter the object
earlier, or resort to exhaustive search).
This digression is only apparent and emphasizes one of the
evident missing capabilities of these programs. In :Pfeffercorn's
program# some new information, even if very little, is obtained
through the present state of the program; that informatin is
utilized ina the further generation of the arrangement., The
program is provided with the possiblity of redefining objectives
and strategies using the pres-ent information on the problem..
In fact, Pfeffercorn's program uses a very simple feedback
strategy and does not achieve a redefinition of a goal, but
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simxply tries to check the reasons for failure through the
very last step ;of the generation. This leads us to -examine the
problem solving approach and its consequent implications.
2.2 The Problem Solving Approach:
A book recently edited by Eastman has the follow-ing
title: 'Spatial Synthesis in Computer-Aided Building Design'.
This title is enlightening; most of the programs are involved
in synthesizing a certain number of elements using some
pre-establisned rules. The simple juxtaposition of these 'pieces
of space' ir which 'activities' will occur are presupposed to
produce a reasonable plan. On the other hand, the final
configuration of the generated arrangement is completely
dependeat on a certain number of programming rules. We can
enumerate some of them: the order in which the elements must
be Located, the way the grid will be explored (if a
representation ky grid had keen chosen); in the case of
optimization of circulation, the way the distance between two
elements is calculated (Is it from center to center between
pairs of elements? Is it a rectangular distance; a euclidian
distance?). These are some of the technical points which will
deter:iae the final shape of the arrangement. Architects, of
course, do mot work in that way; they tend to work in the
opposite way, the generation of a form often coming a priori
(from past experience, from personal preferences...), its
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functional readjustment coming later as a secondary requirement.
ie want to emphasize the non-neutrality of the programming
techniques utilized: they have a non-negligible influence on the
final solution. As the number of constraints increases and the
strategies utilized become more complex, the respective
influence of the different routines utilized in a program are no
longer perceptible, as they were in the earliest space allocation
programs (where a simple change in the distance computation
produces a totally different output).
The problem solving approach was strongly attacked
(Anderson,1966,3.1). The establishment of a predetermined goal, of
predetermined constraints, as well as well-defined strategies to
reach that goal, is completly opposed to the way a human solver
works. The architect's way of working is not definitively
determained in advance. The problem definition is neither
definitive nor complete at the first steps of the design process'.
A constant redefinition of goal and constraints accompagnies the
design process. New constraints are discovered and .old ones are
negLected because they are replaced by new ones judged to be more
important. In a sense, a definitive goal or an ideal state of
satisfaction is never reached. The importance of feedbacks from
the problem being solved is essential. As we have noticed,
nearly no program incorporates feedback that could orient
strategies, help to define new constraints or decide to forget
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old ones. Some programs working on a 'build-up' approach never
can be blocked and backing rules are not implemented. Programs
working gn successive ameliorations of an initial solution (CRAFT,
IMAGE) use an evaluation function to decide if further
generations have to he attenpted (CRAFT) or if some satisfying
threshold has been reached (IMAGE) which allows some
satisfactior. of the constraints. With Pfeffercorn's program we
have a good example of design strategy determined slightly by
the present state of the partial design. However, the feedback
process is still too simple and incomplete.
The comp-osition of arrangements produced by these
programs proceeds from elementary and punctual relations (one-
to-one element interrelations). The synthesis -- rather
'aggregation'-- of the elementary items supposedly produces a
satisfying solution. Designers process in a very different way.
rhey can sometimes use this method, but at the same time they
utilize, an 'overall to particular* approach. The step-by-step
approach of these programs ignores the nature of the design
problem. We will conclude by borrowing Rittel's terminology:
Design problems are 'wicked'. We will not go through the
the definition of their properties as listed by Rittel
(Rittel.1972,3.1); we can notice some of their most important
characteristics, completely ignored by the preceding approaches.
*WIcked problems' have no definitive formulation; with any
formulation, additional questikons can be asked and more
information can be requested. Every formulation of the wicked
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problem corresponds to the formulation of the solution. The
information needed to understand the problem is determined by
one's idea or plan of a solution. Wicked problems have no
stopping rule.. A solution can be improved or worked on more; no
wicked problem and no solution to it has a definitive test.
Anytime a test is 'successfully' passed, it is still possible
that the solution will fail in some other respect.
2.3 The day Designers Work:
We don't pretend to establish a clear comparison
between the human problem-solver and the artificial problem-
solver.. An abundance of literature has been written on the
sutject, with the earliest works those of Nilsson
(Nil.sson,1971,4.l) and Slage (Slage,1971,4,L) and the studies
Newell and Simon on human problem solving
(Newell,Simon,1972,4.I). These studies were directly related to
some remarkable applications in checker and chess programs, and
in theorem proving programs...
Amazirgly few studies have been pursued .on the resolution
of architectural design tasks. The earliest study was
conducted by Eastman (Eastaan,1970,13) on the very simple space
planning task of redesigning a bathroom so as to make it 'more
luxurious &rd spacious'. Fallowing the study, three types of
methods seem to have been used by the designers as search
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strategies: generate and test (or try every possible alternative
until one is found that is satisfactory); means-end analysis
(utilize information that relates the testing of criteria ('ends')
with operators for achieving these goals ('means'); and planning
(which involves an analysis of the problem structure in order to
find those elements that are more closely related to other
elements).
If Eastman's studies and protocol analysis are
interesting, the limited scope of the problem (a very simple
design task) and the apparent lack of skill of the solvers do not
allow us to draw interesting conclusions.
Another work was conducted at MIT (A. Fozs thesis
1972).- Foz (Foz,1972,13) was interested in studying what the
designer do in the parti stage of the design process. Starting
with some hypotheses about what skilled designers do that less
experienced ones do not, experiments were conductd in
order to test these hypotheses. The sketch problem was to design
additional facilities for the MIT School of Architecture and
Planning (such as spaces for large classes and important
occasional lectures). Designers with different levels of skill
were selected. A two-hour experiment was conducted, at the end
of which the subject was supposed to produce one (or several)
parti proposals.
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Among the interesting conclusions drawn by Foz from
his experiment is the importance of simulation during the parti
design as a way of making decisions. Design was better
characterized 'as a learning activity than as an analytic
dissection of a formal problem'. If human information processing
capacities seem to be the same for individuals, the performance
of the skill designer relies in part on his ability to organize
knowledge in well structured chunks and to use these chunks in
an effticient sequence. Skill designers make more tests on the
ideas that occur to them and tend to delay the arrival at a
building form proposal. They use three-dimensional representati.on
often, not as a display of a completed design proposal but as
a part of the information process.
Such a study seems to have great significance if we
really hant to inquire as to what could be a reasonable use of
automatized eethods during the design process. The idea of
conputer-aided design has to be discarded. The use of these
methods cannot be as an exterior and miraculous help whose
effectiveness is deFendent on the state of the art of a
discipline which has nothing to do with architecture
(computer science). A correct functioning of automatized methods
within the design process presupposes some inquiries regarding a
satisfysing cooperation with the human designer. The conditions
of the insertion of these techniques is not clear. Shall: we
consider them as an extension of the designer capabilities?
Shall we use them to speed some part of the resolution process?
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Will they try to replicate a human behavior or will they
particaipate in the creative part of the information process? Any
answer to those questions will carry with it very different
consequences in the way we envisage the implementation and
functioning of programs. But the answer will achieve some degree
of feasibility if it relies on observations made on human
behavior during the design process. Skill, habits and designers'
failur es are irportant things to know, and studies on architects'
behavior are not negligible.
2.4 From Constraints Definition to Another Approach:
We have begun with very general questions on the
problem solving approach and its shortcomings. 'e will
focus our investigation and critique by exploring more limited
and technical points. With constraints and representations, the
programming conveniences have a stronger influence on the type
of constrairts cons.idered, as well as on the type of
representation chosen.
Constraints define the relationships between elements to
be Localized. They can also characterize properties of the
reception space (with predetermined boundaries, with
non-constructible surfaces...) or of the elements., With the
earliest space allocation programs, the only constraint taken
into account was the quantity of movement to minimize between
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activities. The quantity of movement was represented in a matrix.
Measures made -on existing tuilding having the same
characteristics as the one being studied were supposed feasible
enough to fill the matrices (Eldars's Program ', CRAFT). This
first and rough modelization was followed by some attempt to
formalize less quantitative relationships. Eldars
(Uhitehead,Eldars,1964,3.3) introduced the nuisance relationship
(compatibility of pair of activities in the generation of and
tolerance to various forms of nuisances such as noise, smell,
etc.). huisances are expressed in a boolean matrix,
compatibility or incompatibility between two element involving
a spec.ific localization algorithm. Bernholtz in Lokat takes
into account several sorts of constraints; some are
quantifiable and directly expressed in matrices; others more
qualitative necessitated a translation process. The generation
of plans are made from one constraint, and solutions are tested
against other criteria (a ponderation of the criteria is done
depending on its relative importance). With GSP
(Eastmani*1971a,3.3), IAGE ( Weinzapf el, Johnson, Perkins, 1971, 3. 3 )
and DPS (Pfeffercorn,1971,3.3), the number of constraints
increases in proportion to the difficulty in satisfying them.
In GSP-, a degree of restriction is attached to each constraint;
to L:ocate an element the operator dealing with the most
restrictive relationship (for example adjacency against
orientation by ex.) is applied first. Then the operator dealing
with the second most restictive constraint is applied and so on.
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IMAGE uses an optimization process called least Mean Square Fit
to compromise among different violated relationships between a
space and the other spaces .of an arrangement. IJAGE can deal with
various relationships such as proportion, area, alignment, visual
access, etc. In DPS, a function for evaluating the constraint
difficulty before entering objects and a function for evaluating
the constraint when objects are in the layout are associated with
each constraint. DPS deals with constraints such as distance,
positi.on, orientation, and view.
Some general remarks can be made. The first program dealt
only with quantifiatle aspects of relationships between
spaces.. The expression of the circulation function was simply
reduced to the numter lof steps between 'activities', with the
corresponding amount of dollars attached to the people
circulating. The minimization of circulation betweenr activities
was modelized only because of an oversimplification of the
problem. The definition of activities as well-defined functions
of a building which have to be localized within a well-defined
piece of space is non-satisfying. Even inside that more
restricted frame, the circulation modelization is questionable.
The data preparation is mainly performed through observations
and measurements made in similar buildings which does not
involve the c.orrectness of data for the problem under study.
Activities are supposed non-changing over time and space and
the interrelations between them constant. The possibility of
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overlapping activities or the obsolescence of some of them is
not considered. The model utilized is essentially static.
The cirdulation function itself has been superficially studied
and reduced to its quantitative aspect (number of steps and
number sof dollars). The data collection and its ponderation is
doubtful, and the overall idea of treating movement inside a
building only in its negative aspect can be discussed
(Tzonis,Salama,1972,3.1).
Constraints relate elements two-by-two and are never
dependent on the context in which they occur. In Eldars' program
the nuisance relationships are considered; either a
communication does or does not exists between two adjacent
spaces. In the case of smell between two adjaceant rooms,
for example, the constraint disappears if there is no
communication between the spaces. Such relativism of the
constraints does not exist., One of the obvious reasons relies on
the us.e of matrices to indicate relationships between spaces.
With the transcription of nuisance relationship into a
boolean matrix, as well as the transcription of non quantitative
constraints through matrices, contraints which are not
quantifiable are translated into numerical values
in Bernholtz's program: smell, noise and 'esthetic point of
view'). In IMAGE a constraint such as visual access was simply
modelized by a pass going from the full face of a space to
the full face of another space. We can emphasize the superficial
modelization which has allowed the formalization of constraints
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other than circulation.
The transcription into arbitrary numeric .values of non-
quantified aspects of a constraint and the static aspect of the
constraint's definition are important deficiencies. The last
point is directly related to some remarks made on the
characteristics of spaice allocation programs in the above
paragraphs: these programs are non-automodifiable, they don't,
allow a redefinition of the goal through the solving process.
Goals, perception and definition of constraints are
intrinssically related. The definition of the problem at its
inception involves a definitive establishment of the
constraints and of the resolution strategies conducting to the
satisfaction of those constraints.
A final remark can be made. As the number of constraints
increases, the handling of their respective influence on the
solution becomes difficult. In a program like I:MAGE, which
works mainly according to the successive amelioration of a
solution against violated cocnstraints, this failure is evident.
The successive amelioration of a solution is influenced by the
initial configuration of the spaces, by the order in which the
spaces are moved and by the order in which the constraints are
tested. The satisfaction of a constraint can also involve the
violation of another constraint previously satisfied. These
points 'ere further discussed by one of the author
(keinzapfel,1973,3.1).
M
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The preceding points have emphasized the difficulty in
modelizing relationships which are not directly computable. In
the first programs only the distance relationship was optimized.
The reduction of the problem allowed the establishment of a
unique evaluation function (CRAFT, Eldars's prog.). Such
formalization became inadequate with more ill-defined
relationships which tend to characterize architectural
activities or architectural space. Eldars avo-ided seriously
considering the nuisance relationship by translating it into a
simple yes or no value tetween two elements. Bernolthz
introduced different sorts of constraints, but he introduced
them through the use of matrices which made it nessary for him
to decide on numerical values and ponderation.
Quantitative techniques are simply unsuited to deal with
'humanistic systems' (systems which are too ill-defined to admit
precise mathematical modelization). As a reaction against the
use of methods developed for dealing with mechanist systems in
the analysis of humanist systems, a different aFproach proposes
some means of describing the behavior of too-complex systems to
allow precise mathematical analysis. Briefly, we will present
Zadeh's approach. The following is mainly a summary of an
introductory memo (Zadeh,1972,3.1); more complete and detailed
discussions can be found in (Zadeh,1965,3.1.,
The main features of the approach are:
(a) The use of so-called linguistic variables in place of or
in addition to numerical variables;
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(b) The characterization of simple relations between
variables by fuzzy conditional statements;
(c) The characterization of complex relations by fuzzy
algorithms.
Linguistic .or fuzzy variables are variables whose values
are seatences in a specified language (e.g., the attribute color
is a fuzzy variable whose values are labels of a fuzzy set-as
red, blue, yellow. The value of the fuzzy variable height may
be: height; tall, not tall, somewhat tall, tall but not very
tall, more or less tall. The values are sentences formed from
the label 'tall', the negation 'not', the correctives 'and'
and 'but' and the hedges 'very', 'somewhat' and 'more or less'.
Linguistic variables provide means for an approximate
characterization of complex or ill-defined phenomena.
Characterization of simFle relations between fuzzy
variables by conditional statements:
In a conditional statement
as: IF x is 5 THEN y is 194 x and y are allowed to be variable
as: IF x is small THEN y is very large.
In the case of more complex relations, the
characterizations of the dependance of y on x may require the
use of fuzzy algorithms. Fuzzy algorithms provide a means of
approximate characterization of fuzzy concepts and their
interrelations. They can provide effective means of approximate
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description of objective functions, constraints, system
performance, and strategies.
A tuzzy algorithm is an ordered sequence of instructions
in which some of the instructions may contain labels of fuzzy
sets. A fuzzy algorithm yields an approximate solution of a
specified problem. Instructions in a fuzzy algorithm fall into
three classes:
(a) assignment statement: x:5 x=small
(t) fuzzy conditional statement: IF x is small THEN y is
large ELSE y is not large
(c) uncorditional action statements: multiply x by y,
decrease x slightly...
Fuzzy alg.orithms are classified into several categories,
each corresponding to a particular type of application:
The fuzzy definitional algorithms allow the definition
of complex, ill-defined or fuzzy concepts in terms of simpler or
less fuzzy concepts (fuzzy 'concepts such as: criteria of
performance, soft constraints, measure of complexity etc.); it
can also identify whether or not an element belongs to a set, or
more generally determine its grade of membership.
The fuzzy generational algorithms serve to generate
rather than define a fuzzy set (as generation of hand-written
characters and patterns of var-ious kinds, cooking recipes-, etc*)
The fuzzy relational algorithms serves to describe a
relation or relations between fuzzy variables.
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The fuzzy decisional algorithm serves to provide an
approximate description of a strategy or decision rule (as
crossing an intersection, parking a car, etc.).
The overall preceding approach has been viewed as a
means to describe the behavior of systems "which are too
complex or too ill-defined to admit the precise mathematical
analysis". Fuzzy sets can be considered as a framework allowing
uncertainties where the space allocation programs have
assigned abusive quantification or definitive space
characterizations. Until now, no application of fuzzy sets has
been done ir the field of our concern; however, it seemed
necessary to mention the main lines of an approach which could
be able to take in account the imprecise and ill-defined nature
of the problems under our investigation.
2.5 Representation of Space:
Wie will conclude our investigation with some remarks on
the difficulties inherent in the representation of space in these
programs.
As it has been mentioned in Part I, with the array
representation, as the precision of the unit area (domain)
increases, the operations become cumbersome. In order to localize
a new element, thechecking of empty or non-empty spaces is
straightforward, but the operation requires increasing computing
0 M- M_
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time and memory requirements with an accurate representation. it
can be noted that such a representation provides redundant'
information which is not necessarily used during the localization
process., On the other hand, the use of a 'grid' representation In
the generation process tends to produce arrangements by
aggregation of sub-pieces of space. The heterogeneous nature of
the means of representation and of the object to be represented
is evident..
The above limitations were slightly reduced with the
hierarchical array. The subdivision of space is only performed
at the boundaries of elements, homogeneous domains are not
divided, and an economy of memory and computing time results.
The structuration of domains becomes more interesting if
the information on adjacency is immediately available. String
representation allows an economic and accurate representation of
space (all like points are grouped into a single domain,
horizontal distance is real distance). however, the data
structure utilized in string representation is not the same in
both coordinates and accessing rules are different for each
coordinate.
toran (oran,1968,7) proposed a representation which
utilizes a single addressing rule in both coordinates.. The four
coordinate haundaries of a block are explicitly represented
within it on a list; blocks adjacent to each other, in either
coordinates are linked. Combination of domains are organized
into a l:attice. Each node of the lattice represents a block set
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made up of adjacent smaller domains. With the lattice
representation, operations such as searching for a domain or
locating an element are complex and slow. They involve the
redefinition of boundaries of a set of blocks in the lattice for
the insertion of a new element. For example, the domain and
adjacent structure can, te implemented using the variable sized
rectangular domains connected by adjacent relations in the two
coordinates ('variatle array').
As we have noticed, a better treatment of adjacent
relationship is gbtained with a list-structured representation.
Graph is another type of representation which privileges
adjacency relationships.
The above representations express laboriously non-
rectangxlar shapes. In LPS, Pfeffercorn (Pfeffercorn,1971,3.3)
proposes a spatial representation in which convex polygons are the
primitive ('space tlocks'). Each space block is represented as
a set of sides, and each side as a set of points. Each element
(block, side or point) is represented by a Lisp atom and is
described by the atom's property list (the property list of a
point contains three attributes: type, xcoord, ycoord). The
adjacency information stored in the spatial representation can
be directly used to assist the program, in the placing of an
object. for exemple. Spatial operators create lists of contiguous
space blocks (convex polygons), boundaries of contiguous blocks
and corners of boundaries., These likely positions are used in
the entering of an object. Objects are entered one space block
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of the object at a time. With the entering of a new space block,
the old layout space block is replaced by two new space blocks.
As blocks are enterled, new lists of points are constructed.
ilacro-objects can be bu-ilt and allow the program to enter groups
of objects.
From the array representation to the convex polygons,
representation efforts to have a better-structured information
of the spatial domains are emerging. However, if DPS allows
the manipulation of non-rectangular shapes an plan, the program
will treat elements of space in a very close way, similar to the
program described above. Prcgrams able to cope with any possible
planar configuration do not yet exist.
The insufficiencies of the proposed representations
seriously rely on the fact that we really don't have any means
to represent architectural space. The use of paints, segments or
blocks are simply programming facilities which give some way of
handling the architectural space, cutting it in sub-pieces and
operating on those pieces.
A quite different approach has been proposed with the
development of space planning oriented languages. The first
attempt in that direction was made by Yessios with Fosplan
(Yessios,1972b,3.3). The assumption was that spatial environment
hasz a language of its own, spatial configuration being produced
by precise syntactic rules.. The use of formal grammars refers to a
sequential string of alphabetic characters, concatenation being
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the only operation applied to the characters. This definition is
not sufficient to represent spatial configurations. The
diffitculty was emphas.ized by Yessios after his first experiment
with Fosplan. The system deads mainly with rectangular shapes
and generates .only rectangular configurations. $Constraints on
dimensioning and on neighborhood conditions are attached with
the rectangles. Composition rules allow the construction of
assemblages of rectangles which have the same constraint
dimensions and whose neightorhood conditions are compatible.
This first program produces plans by concatenation of elements.
In a second system (SIPLAN), Yessios proposes some
extensions by introducing several operators allowing the
definition of more icomplex spatial configurations. SIPLAN
(Yessios,1975,9) is a site planning system, the global space
be.ing a site, the elements to be composed within that site being
lots, buildings, roads etc. Elements are composed through the
use of particular patterns. Each pattern corresponds to
different criteria chosen by the planner (for example, one
pattern can provide a central parking pool accessible through
a single road with linearly structured lots surrounding the
pool; another pattern can provide a continuous road deserving
unit lots on each side etc.). Given the shape of a particular
site, execution of a predefined pattern is :called for with
respect to the specific site. The shapes are simply adapted to
the shape of the -chosen site. The partitioning of an irregular
given space with respect to a regularly shaped top level
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pattern is possible because a variable, rather than a constant
value, is given to deftine the domains. The value of the variable
is determined with the matching of the top level pattern against
a specific site. Spatial grammars are defined through space
grammar (called 'module' in SIPLAN). A grammar is a generative
system which derives spatial configurations. A grammar consists
of a set of production and a set of specification. The set of
specification defines the primitive elements to be icomposed;
they are of two types in SIPLAN:
- The 'domains' which could be any area (lot, garden, parking
lots, etc.). .With each domain is attached its specification: the
lengths of the domain's perpendicular axes (can be constant or
range) and the neighborhood conditions which define with what
other element(s) the domain can be composed.
- The 'linkages'. A linkage does not exist by itself but is
associated with some other element; its shape and length are
defined by the shape and length of the element with which it is
composed. Only its width is defined. A linkage can have two
'coliours': vehicular or pedestrian.
The composition operators define the sequence of
composition to be executed. They are: the Junction (two
rectangular elements are joined along matching sides); the
enclosure (an element of polygonal shape is enclosed by a
rectangle); the exponentiation (multiple copies of a single
element); this -operator can be used with an undefined exponent)-
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and the envelopment (an element is positioned within a
reactangular envelope). A production def-ines the execution of
one or more composition operations to derive each new
composition. A sequence of production -is executed, starting with
the start production (top composition which does not accept
neighbouring conditions), and replacing the composite names on
the right hand side of each production. This is executed until a
terminal expression is derived (an expression only composed of
primitive names). A global space is given by its corner points.
The glotal space is adjusted to the regularly shaped composite
derived by a module. The call command has the following form:
CALL <module>;<space name>.
Another attempt to use the linguistic approach to
describe the architectural space has been proposed by Gerzso
(Gerzso,1975,9). A general language for spatial organization
-SNARQ- is under development. SNARQ is in gestation and we do
not want to present its temporary state. The author proposed a
first version of the language. The system follows the same basic
principles as the one described above. Space is described
through modular units. Joining operations permit recursively
joining a unit to other modules.
The preceding approaches suffer from the .use of
one-dimensional grammar in the description of two or three
dimentional space. In a second version of SNARQ, the author is
presently developing a spatial grammar allowing definition of
spatial priritives in two or three dimensions. The joining rules
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between primitives are expressed through the use of joining sides
which do not necessarily correspond to the basic geometric
definition of the primitive. A rapid introduction -to the
multi-dimensional formal languages can be found in Rosenfeld's
article (Rosenfeld,1974-,9).
The above works are of great interest to us for
dif ferent reasons. Their attitude is opposite to the attitude of
the first programs that we have discussed. They raise the basic
questions which should be answered before thinking of any
computer-aided tentative design; they intend to investigate some
ways of representing the architectural space. The establiment of
a. language to describe the organization of spaces seems to be a
first requirement if we want to avoid the blind generation type
of the first space allocation programs. That does not mean
that the gereration rules of a spatial grammar should replace the
architect in the generation of an architectural proposal (this
point was strongly emphasized by Gerszo (Gerszoe,1975,9)). The
architect's responsibility in the design process remains the
same, the spatial language proposed being a means of manipulating
and describing the architectural space. The description of spaces
is no longer totalLy dissimilar with the object descr-ibed and
participates in the very basic nature of the architectural space.
2.6 Computer Graphics and Architecture:
We will oconsclude with some remarks on the uses of computer
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graphics in architecture. We can roughly divide computer
graphics application in architectural design into two different',
opposing tendenci-es: the display and manipulation of
an object already designed; and the description of an object
being designed. Most of the uses of graphic systems in
architecture rely on the first philosophy; very little has been
done in the seccnd direction, most of it represented by the
recent works of Negroponte and of the Architecture Machine Group.,
We will be brief, because some of the misadventures of
the use of computer graphics in architecture are
self-explanatory, and also because some of the points raised in
the first part of this chapter can be directly applied to our
present inquiry.
In the early sixties SKETCHPAD and SKETCHPAD III
inaugurated the first interactive graphic system. Parallel
propositions followed, some of whisch reach a quite sophisticated
point (Evans and Sutherland's Picture Systems EUCLID...). The
use of such systems in computer aided design applications has
some particular characteristics. Graphic systems tend to be used
simply to display information. In the case of computer-aided
design applaications, these systems manipulate objects or
buildings, the description of which is already computerized and
complete. The operations performed on these descriptions are
relatively simple: rotating an object, zooming into it, adding
or deleting some sub-piece of it. Simple simulation of a
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building proposal can be obtained; walking through a building
or testfing different perspective or isometric views are now
common operations. The expansion or retraction of geometric
objects are also possible (EUCLID). The three-dimensional
display of objects is getting more and more realistic; from the
'wire-frame' representation, through solid, half-tone and
finally shiny coloured pictures, Utah University's works
allowed a nearly perfect replication of reality.
What purpose do all these remarkable technical
achieverents accomplish? Mainly, they display information;
i.e., a finished design proposal that can be tested by such
operations as, for example, walking through or around a building.
In a recent article, Sutherland (Sutherland,1975,2.1)
emFhassizes some of the difficulties of drawing with a computer.
His reflections were drawn from some experiments made with
SKETCHPAD. The computer can only accept a 'structured' drawing.
The description of a drawing is made through a succession of
points and contiguous lines organized in a structure (use of ring
in the case of SKETCHPA.ID). The invisible structure of the
computer drawings makes ther totally different from the
designer's drawings. We can make the same remarks as for space
reFresentations in space allocation programs: the different
nature and properties of the representation and of the drawing
being r'epresented. 1trawmings are evolving steps within the design
process., We can recall some of the results of Foz's experiments:
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drawings function as an active part of information
processing; skill designers do not really use displays of
completed drawings. Of greater interest, experienced designers
tend to work in ihree-dimensional rendered drawings. Proposals
are translated in perspective, section, furnished floor-plan.
These representations are used mostly as cases for judgment
and not for display.
HUNCH was designed with a very different state of mind.
Sketch recognition was no longer concerned with the rectification
gf doubtful lines, but allowed and recognized users' uncertainty
and inaccuracy. HUNCH is a first step in the right direction
toward a comprehensive man-computer interraction.
The last proposal and works of the Architecture Machine
Group tend to concentrate on the interfaces between man and
machine (among other objectives that we will not ciscuss here).
The idea is to make the machine extremely familiar with its
user, in order to communicate more rapidly, but also to allow the
recognition and use of personal experiences as acquaintances
People draw differently and have different preferences
or limitations in their way of communicating. It is postulated
that knowing these differences and responding to them can lead
to more effective computer aids. This belief is somehow doubtful
and arguable; it tends to confuse the making of an intelligent
man-computer cooperation with the making of responsive
interfaces. At best a computer able to know and to react
I
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correctly to his human partner will not bring any Riraculous
insight or intelligence to the design problem resolution.
The question -- avoided or forgotten?-- of the correct
functioning of computer-aided design within the design process
is not raised. The making of idiosyncratic systems does not
(by itself) enlighten the correctness (or incorrectness) of the
design problem statement. Perception of human preferences,
acquaintances, and design habits can simply reinforce or
reflect human habits, hesitancies or skill.
We are somwhat skeptical regarding the future of computer
graphics and architectute. Such advanced technologies, as raster
scan methods, for example, if they have enthusiastic supporters
and all.cw escape fr.om the structured definition of picture
making, cannot bring any insight into the problem of correct
functioning of man-computer cooperation.
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PART III:
A EXAMPLE OF A REPRESENTATION FOR KNOWLEEGE:
To present the main tendencies of the computer aided
design approach in architecture has been one of the purposes of
the thesis. Critisize of the shortcomings, weaknesses or wrong
attitudes of this approach has been a necessary consequence of
our interest in that domain. The next normal step of a complete
analysis should be to propose some search direction. We are
somewhat embarassed in this third part of the process; to
propose radically new attitudes or miraculous new directions
seems doubtful. However, one of the ongoing Artificial
Intelligence preoccupations has drawn our attention. With the
frame idea, a complete representation of knowledge was
proposed. Presentation of some of the main .issues attached to
the frame approach may shed some light the precedent
preoccuFations.
Uinsky's theory -of frame was revealed in a first and
somewhat theoretical paper (Iinsky.1974,4.4). Frames can be
viewed as a method for representing knowledge. Following this
first paper several applications were proposed, among them
Rutin's thesis on medical diagnosis (Rubin,1974t,4.4), Fahlman's
M 0
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underg~oing thesis (Fahlman,1973,4.4), and Winograd's works
(iinograd, 1974,4.4).
Instead of presenting again Minsky's now quite well known
and widely discussed paper, it seemed more instructive to look
through the different publicati-ons which, although closely
rel:ated to Minsky's proposal, offer more or less different
interpretations and try to implement its main issues w ith
practical examples. Several application fields have
have been proposed: medical diagnosis (Rubin,1974a,4.4),
recognition of house plants (McLennan,1975,4.4) and more
general explorati.on of recognition problems (Fahlmanl973,4.4).
A paper drew our attention; it was written a few months ago by
Kuipers (Kuipers,1975a,4.4) and proposes ' An hypothesis driven
Recognition system for the blocks world'. The completeness as
well as the simplicity of the example illustrate quite
remarkably most of the basic issues embedded in the frame
theory (if a frame theory exists). We will use Kuipers's example
extensively as an invaluable aid in the exposition and
introductiorn to the somehow complete way of representing
knowledge.
Scene analysis, applied to blocks world domains, has been
largely studied (see Part I). Such a prograr as Waltz's is
working in a bottom-up way, from local evidences. The local
constraints on the characteristics of an edge connecting two
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vertices and the addition of shadows considerations cons.iderably
reduce the possible interpretations of the nature of lines in a
scene. The system works from local evidences to global
interpretation of a scene. It collects separate and simple
fragments of knowledge on a mini-world -- the blocks world. It
functions from scratch every time, building a particular
knowledge or a particular scene in a sort of blind way which
ignores its precedent experiences. In other words, it does not
learn. The extension of this approach to more general vis.ion
problems is not clear. A eore general knowledge seems to be
necessary for the comprehension of complicated scenes.
Previously accumulated knowledge and experiences can be
essential ir the perception of a scene or in the understanding
of a discourse. They can speed up the recognition process and
from a compxtational point sof view, they can keep some of
the work to be performed, done in advance.
Kuipers's program relies on quite different assumptions.
It works as an hypothesis-driven recognition process. What does
it mean?
A frame is a mechanism for representing knowledge in the
computer; especially, a mechanism to organize previously
accumulated knowledge and to relate the immediate perception of
a scene (or understanding of a story) to the already organized
knowledge on that particular domain. In the case of Kuipers's
blocks domain, the recognition process will be driven by
hypothesis about the object being recognized; the hypothesis
111110 - 111111110 __ -
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will decide which feature to examine and will be confirmed or
abandoned depending on the data observed. In the case of
contradictions between observations and predictions, one of the
main -issues will be how to select a new hypothesis.
We will, at first-,- try to establish the main properties
underly.ing the frame representation. Then we will illustrate the
precedent points through Kuipers's recognition program. The
follow.ing is largely inspir-ed by the two articles (Kuipers,1974a,
1975b,4.4).
A frame functions within a small domain of expertise. It
contains the knowledge necessary about the description of an
object in that domain (it could be a stereotyped situation
such as: going to a birthday party or the different
parallepipedes in Kuipers's example below). Attached to a
particular domain, some information tells us what observations
to make and makes them correspond to the global hypothesis on
the domain.
Frames's theory tends to reject the two following
exylanations of the vision mechanisms:
- there is a global order imposed on the sensory inputs,
- scene analysis can be explained by simple addition of
independent and punctual local evidences.
?Te order of the various sensory inputs we receive is at
least partially imposed by what we have learned through
experience.. Global knowledge contained in a description is
coming, in part, from internal representation and not only from
the observations. ie can cite Minsky 'in my theory; the
analysis is based on many interractions between sensations and a
hudge network of learned symbolic information'.
Instantiation is the process by which a frame creates a
description from observations of an object in its domain. Part
of the description is already obtained by selecting a frame.
Instantiation is a matching process by which an
expected chosen description (a proposed frame) is tested against
the observed information.
The selection of the good frame to instantiate is part of
the problem. If a piece of information is incompatible with the
selected frame, it can be used in the selection of a replacement
frame. Part of the already gathered information can be conserved
indifferent frames.
If some features have not been observed, the frame can
make some predictions regarding the nature of these features.
Some 'default values' are given at the terminal of a frame. A
value can be weakly bounded to a description (as in: * John
kicked the ball', the color and the size of the ball), or more
strongly bounded, as in a line drawing of a cube, a hidden corner
and three more faces can seriously be expected. The default
values can guide the process of recognizing and instantiating a
description by proposing which features to look for.
Clanges can cause the perturbation of a frame and of the
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description it produces (maving around a cube or walking through
a room (Minsky 1974 V). When a description is partially changed,
part of the ancient description can be saved in the network
(different frames can share the same terminals).
I Example:
The intuitive example which follows was proposed by
Kuipers as an answer to the question: in what are frames, which
are a sort of explanation of how people organize their
knowledge, of any help in the representation of such
knowledge in a computer?
The program looks at the line-drawing representation of a
single unoccluded block. It attempts to classify it either as a
parallelepiFed (with three visible faces) or a -hedge which may
have two or three visible faces, depending on its position (Fig.
1).
The data furnished the program from the 'sensory
world' are a collection of edges and vertices. Each of them can
deliver specific information about it and its immediate
neighbors. A particular part of the visual scene can only be
reached along a known edge from an already examined vertex.
- A vertex delivers its type (L,k,\.1, the edges which
terminate at it and the size of the angles between pairs of
edges (,acute, right or obtuse); this is a circular search
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parallelepiped
with three
visible faces
wedge
with three
visible faces
wedge
with two
visible faces
Fig. 1. The domain.
Fig. 2. Global angle relations in the parallelepiped
frame.
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in the neighborhood of a vertex.
- An edge delivers its ' other vertex' upon being presented
with one vertex. This corresponds to following an edge from one
vertex to another.
It can be noticed that the internal representation which
has been created is different from the sensory world, such
information as a precise angle measurement has been reduced to
'acute, right or obtuse'; people discard many available
precisions in the same manner.
Tg this local knowledge about the type of vertices and
edges in a figure is added a second knowledge of the global
relations among angles in different parts of the drawing (e.g.,:
an observed angle measurement can allow the prediction of another
measurement in a remote part) (Fig.2).
The description of a line-drawing reveals information not
immediately apparent in the scene itself. It imposes a level of
organization on the observed data (the statement of the observed
object as a 'cube' involves some features which are apparent and
some others which are not). A global relational structure is
provided between the features (looking at one corner of the cube,
one may ask, 'Where is the opposite corner?').
The recognition problem in this blocks world domain is
the following: the recognizer has to select and instantiate the
correct frame for the drawing. It uses its predictions to guide
the recognition. If a conflict occurs between observed data and
predictions, a complaint department associated with the frame
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can select a new frame, if necessary, and some of the previously
collected observations can be saved.
What is the recognizer? It consists of three frames,
one for each object in the domain. A frame is a program which
examines the input data and constucts from that data a
description of one of the three types of block. It is a
description in that it imposes its global organization on the
observed data. It can answer questions about not yet observed
features of the scene based on its predictions; its predictions
are based on its observati.ors along with its assumptions about
the type of object being observed. A frame is more than a
description; it contains a strategy knowledge.: i.e., which are
the best observations to consider when it builds its description.
If some inconsistencies appear between the data observed and its
assumptions, it can select a new hypothesis and choose another
frame.
A scenario of the recognition of a block-drawing will
clarify the main characteristics of the recognition process. The
object to be recognized is the three-face view -wedge (Fig.3)
(top-drawing, with the vertices numbered in the order in which
they will be explored). The different phases of the recognition
process are shown with observed data indicated in solid lines
and hypothetical in dotted lines.
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Vertex 1: The recognition process is started by giving
the program an initial vertex, which is an L vertex. The initial
hypothesis is that the f igure is a paralellepiped (dotted
lines). The simple angle measurement -- and the paralellep.iped--
hypothesis provides the size of the four indicated angles.
Vertex 2: The second vertex observed agrees completely
with the hypothesis (arrow vertex and anticipated measurement
for the left side angle of the arrow). The angle measurements
provided by the arrow complete the specification of the expected
values for all the angles in the f igure (the global angle
relation allows this prediction).
Vertex 3: This is an arrow vertex (as predicted by the
current hypothesis). At this point, the program can't see the
angle, ihich is small and prevents the figure from being a
parallel.epiped. Its angle resolution is not able to notice
tie e.rror ard the argle specialist accepts the information as
consistent.
Vertex 4: The fork-vertex corresponds to the
parallelepiped hypothesis. A complete parallelogram face has
been explored.
Vertex 5: The L vertex specialist observes an unexpected
type of vertex (an arrow instead of an L). The parallelepiped
hypothesis breaks down; a transition to the three-face view of
the wedge is operated. The correspondance between the cube and
the wedge frame allows retention of some of the previously
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collected data.. The selected transformation is executed.
Vertex 6: The remaining vertex confirms the hypothesis of
the three-face wedge frame. The frame is fully instantiated.
2 The Recognition Process:
A frame is build around a hypothetical description. It
consists of a number of active programs called 'specialists'.
These programs interact by sending messages to each other. Each
vertex is represented ty a specialist in one of the vertex type
L. fork and arrow. A vertex specialist has pointers to each of
the edges terminating at .it.
An edge is represented by a specialist with pointers to
its two vertices. This network of specialists connected with
pointers represent the topological connectivity of the object.
An initial correspondance established between
observations and hypothesis constitutes a prediction of all the
vertex type and their connections through the figure. This
prediction cannot be changed by incoming data but can be
refuted-, the frame being replaced by another (example above).
Edges, faces and block, as a whole, are also represented
by specialists sending messages to each other.
The recogni-tion process works by selecting and evaluating
gbservations with respect to the predictions made by the current
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frame hypothesis. The program works by sending observations to
correspcnding specialists for evaluation; predi.ctions and
additional data are communicated between specialists.
The recognition strategy can be summarized as follows:
an initial hypothesis has been chosen (cube for ex.), the blocks
specialist hill cycle through its faces telling which, in turn,
to select; the faces specialist will cycle through its edges,
telling each, in turn, to select the observation. An edge
specialist scans from one end of the real edge (already observed)
to the cther; the newly observed vertex is sent to its
corresponding vertex specialist. If the observed vertex is not
of the right type, the vertex specialist sends a complaint to
the complaint department. If the observed vertex is of the
right type, it sends the observed edge and angle measurements tc
Their respective specialists. Af observed angle measurement is
compared to the prediction of the angle specialist, if they are
not consistent a complaint is sent to the complaint department.
The complaint department in the frame receives
complaints about vi.olated expectations from the vertex and angle
specialists.. The complaint department selects the appropriate
action: with each anomaly a transition is spec-ified to another
fram'e., We simply give an example of the complaint department
behavior in the case of a complaint from a vertex:
Vertex specialist:
expected arrow, got L - two-face wedge
- M M M_ - _M_
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expected L, got arrow > three-face wedge.
The complaint department is the important part of the
recognition scheme; it decides what to do when the predictions
are wrong.
With the selection of an appropriate new frame, the
delicate point is how to perform the transition between the
previous frame and the new one, which prevents the system to
function in a blind manner ignoring the previously collected
data. The system exploits the similarities between the
line-drawings selected under a first hypothesis and the new
one. In the case of the transition from a parallepipede to the
three-face view of the wedge, only one parallelogram face has to
be changed to a triangular one and the angle prediction has to
be adjusted. Data already ohserved are transferred to the
corresponding new specialist, the parallelogram face remains
valid in the new frame. In the case of the transitison to the
two-face wedge, the structure of the description is more
seriously disturbed (e.g., a face which has two neighbors-, now
has only one; vertices which expected to be arrow will now be L);
there is still an important saving in observations to be
investigated, but not as much program structure can be shared
between the two-face wedge and the parallelogram as in the
above example.
I M M___ -M
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Following the exposition of the preceding example,
Kuipers proposed scme -conclusions which it -seems important to
summarize.
The representation of the hypothesis is divided, in the
blocks domain, between local features (vertex types), fixed
glokal relations (connectivity between vertices and edges
represented by the network of neighbor pointers) and predictive
global relations (angle specialists which represent local
relations among the angle measurements). The distinction between
global and local features is made easy by the nature of the
domain --blocks world-- where the features are easily
separable. That could not be true in other domains.
The manipulation of the hypothesis is performed through
the use of 'modules', each having a specific role:
- a module to select the next observation to consider;
- a module to evaluate the observation against its predictions;
- a module to serve as a complaint department (what to do in
the case of an anomaly?);
- a module to perform the transition to a new frame.
When selecting the next information, the module has to
decide which potential observation would be the most useful at
each point in the recognition process. It sends the data to the
appropriate specialist. In a not so trivial domain as the
blocks-world, several questions could be asked: which
observations are the most productive at that time to refine a
hypothesis, which parts of the description are more useful than
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others? In some cases, the importance of these factors can be
decided at once; in other cases, they can be re-evaluated
depending on the situation.
When evaluating the observations, the frame checks an
observation against its hypothesis; this evaluation is performed
on local features, through the vertex and angle specialists,
which check the consistency of the observed data with their
expectation. If the observation is inconsistent with the
hypothesis, the specialist sends a description of the problem to
the complaint department.
The complaint department is given a description of the
current complaint. It has to select a new hypothesis. In the
example abo.ve, with most of the anomalies. The frame which
should replace the current one is specified. The complaint-
department can also represent the frame range of variation.
Certain complaints can be disregarded and certain excuses can be
accepted under some circumstances (an 'excuse' allows certain
discrepancies between an ideal and its description, such as:
like a chair, except in size. It could be a toy chair).
The transition procedures are strongly dependent on the
structure of the description. How much can be saved in replacing
gne frame with another?t The hierarchical structure of the
description saves a large sub-structure (as a parallelogram face)
which is the same in the two descriptions. In the transition to
the three-frame wedge, only a few parts of the top-level
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description need to be changed. In the transition to the
two-face wedge, since the higher structures of the two
descriptions are quite different, less of the old description
can be preserved.
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3 Conclusion:
First, frames are a method of representation -of
cnowledge., ith any representation, the first question is the
selection of the relevant knowledge, obviously depending on the
domain in which you are working. However, the problem of the
choice of the relevant frames, in the case of scene recognition,
for example, is not always evident; also, within a specific area,
depending on the particular task involved, different types of
representation can be chosen. Several frames can express
dif-ferent aspects of a specific domain. Each representation
tends to be optimized for the data we are expecting to
encounter. The notion of cortext dependency is one of the basic
issues of such a representation; your description will be built
in a way which makes it behave differently in different
contexts.
Another important aspect of the frame representation is
the ability to handle partial or incomplete knowledge. It is
more than a static description of something; it tells you what
to do with particular links and relations between features.
Part of the interest of such a representation relies on
the fact that it works as a verif ication process of a
pressupposed knowledge rather than as a discovery process. This
gain of time and of prestructured data organization can be
seriously perturbed if the knowledge is strongly
J)~
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However, one of the main interests of the frame representation is
its debugging knowledge: what to do if the chosen frame does
not fit the reality and how to save and transfer the knowledge
already collected to your new hypothesis.
As opposed to the use of more and more refined 'methods'
to search trough a problem space, the frame theory tends to
emphasize the problem of finding good representation:
The primary purpose in problem-solving should be better to
understand the problem space, to find representations within
which the problems are easier to solve. The purpose of search
is to get information for this reformulation, not-- as is
usually assumed-- to find solutions; once the space is
adequately understood, solutions to the problems will more
easily be found." (Minsky 1974 Y.
We have decided to conplete this analysis by presenting a
theory in which flexibility and ability to deal with fuzzy and
incomplete knowledge is somewhat opposed to the problem solving
approach. this direction of inquiry, through its psychological
belief, which seems reasonable, as well as through its
formalization exigencies, appears as one of the most promising
A.1. preoccupations. Its possible utilization within the field cf
our interest --automatized methods and architecture-- is
certainly not clear and easy. We have briefly thought of such a
utilization in the recognition of plans and, as a further use,
in the generation of plans .in a sort of Golste-in's program attitude
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(Golste.in 1974 ): from typical nets on specific rooms a matching
process could decide on the nature of a room. It would be wise
to start w.ith very simple relationships such as: 'needs sunlight
in the morning",'has to be near the kitchen', 'must have a window
Some differences (or discrepancies) will be allowed with a frame
of a room. Depending on the importance of the observed
difference, a frame can be rejected.
We could imagine a system which could recognize types of
rooms -ir a propcsed plan, which could tell us, for example:
'this room is the same as a bedroom, but twice as big as a usual
bedroom...
To seriously think of the building of such a system could
be the propos .of another thesis. We wanted to terminate this
analysis with a somewhat optimist attitude and simply propose
a direction of thought which seems promising and which could
permit escape from some of the computer aided design approach
limits.
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